ABSTRACT. We show that every variety of representable lattice ordered groups fails the strong amalgamation property. The same result holds for the variety of f-modules over an f-ring. However, strong amalgamations do occur for abelian lattice ordered groups or f-modules when the embeddings are convex.
INTRODUCTION.
In this paper we consider two variations of the amalgamation property for classes of lattice ordered groups (/-groups) and lattice ordered modules. The first of these is the strong amalgamation property which we will show fails in every variety of representable/-groups as well as in a particular class of lattice ordered modules. Secondly, we investigate the possibility of amalgamating two/-groups with a common convex/-subgroup. We show that this is possible in the variety of abelian/-groups even if the amalgamation is required to be strong. A similar result holds for the variety of lattice ordered modules generated by the totally ordered modules.
Let U be a class of /-groups or lattice ordered modules and let F (A, B1,B2,al, a2) be a quintuple with A, B1,B 2 [18] ). The representable lgroups are important since they are precisely those/-groups which are subdirect products of totally ordered groups.
Among the lattice ordered modules there is one class which stands out in its significance. This is the class of f-modules, which is the variety generated by all totally ordered modules. This class of modules forms the natural generalization of the important class of vector lattices. In this paper we shall restrict ourselves to lattice ordered modules over rings which are f-rings; i.e., that are subdirect products of totally ordered rings. Given such a ring 5' we let M variety of f-modules over S.
The investigation of the amalgamation property for classes of/-groups was begun by Pierce in [7] , [8] , and [9] . Here he showed among other things that the variety L fails AP while the variety of abehan/-groups satisfies this property. Implicit in his work is a proof that the varieties above and including the non-representable covers of A also fail AP. Subsequently, Powell and Tsinakis showed in [12] and [13] that there exists an uncountable chain of varieties containing R and faihng AP such that their join is the largest proper variety of/-groups. It was later proved by Glass, Saracino, and Wood [4] that the variety R itself and many varieties contained therein cannot have the amalgamation property. In [15] Powell and Tsinakis extended this result to all representable varieties containing one of the two solvable, non-nilpotent covers of A. Further, in [12] they showed that the varieties of nilpotent /-groups do not satisfy AP. To date no general proof has surfaced to show that AP fails in all nonabehan varieties of/-groups although this result is likely to be true.
For basic information on /-group free products and amalgamations, see Powell and Tsinakis [12] , [16] , and [17] . Background on lattice ordered groups and modules in general can be found in Bigard, Keimel and Wolfenstein [2] . The only paper to date investigating free products of fmodules is Cherri and Powell [3] , although several papers on free f-modules help introduce the subject (see Bigard [1] , Powell [10] , or Powell and Tsinakis [14] ).
THE STRONG AMALGAMATION PROPERTY.
We will show in this section that any class of representable/-groups containing/ (the integers) and closed with respect to the formation of/-subgroups and direct products fails StAP. A similar result follows for a class of f-modules containing the ring S and closed with respect to the formation of l-submodules and direct products. Our initial effort will be with/-groups, and we will subsequently point out the analogous proofs for modules. The first step is to relate amalgamations to free products in the given class. General existence theorems guarantee that these structures can be considered in the classes we are examining (see Grtzer [5] ).
To avoid repetition of hypotheses we will make some standing definitions here. 
But l(bl)22(b2) -2 E N and so by normality l(bl)2(b2)-2Al(bl) N. The preceding inequality together with the convexity of N implies that 2(b2)-ll(bl)N. Finally, we have al(bl)=a2(b2) while blC,l(A and b2a2(A), contradicting the strongness of the amalgamation.
The preceding proof also applies to the variety M of f-modules over an f-ring S. The only difference in the proof for the module case is that S is substituted for Z. there that the special amalgamation property is satisfied by using a representation of the free products. This, together with the congruence extension property, implies that the class M does in fact satisfy the amalgamation property (Gr.tzer and Lakser [6] ).
3. CONVEX AMALGAMATIONS. In the proof of Theorem 2, the image of A was not convex in B or B 2. If we consider Vformations where this is the case, we find that strong amalgamations can occur. In fact for the variety A of abelian/-groups it will always be possible. A similar situation holds for the variety M of ]'-modules if the ring S is assumed to be totally ordered and a left Ore domain. These assumptions on S are used in creating the representation of M-free products described below.
The proof of the next theorem will draw on representations of free products in A and M. We describe briefly this process here and refer the reader to Powell and Tsinakis [11] and Cherri and Powell [3] 
